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leads to the same result, inasmuch as the act has been uniformly construed as 

creating a new right of action for the beneficiaries. Amnerican R. R. v. Did- 
ricksen, 227 U. S. 145, 149; Wellman, v. Bethea (I917), 243 Fed. 222, 225. Even 

defeating the wife's recovery has some justification on account of Washing- 
ton statutes which would make it impossible for the court to keep the hus- 
band from sharing it. This fact answers the strongest arguments against 
Darbrinsky v. Pennsylvania Co. (I915), 248 Pa. St. 503, 94 Atl. 269, L. R. A. 

1915 E. 781. But there is an admitted conflict. 29 HARV. L. REv. 99; 25 YALE 

I. J. 244; 15 Coi. L. REV. 629. 

EVIDENCE-VIEW IN A FOREIGN STATE.-Libel for divorce on the ground 
of adultery. A general statute authorized the court, in its discretion, to order 
a view. The judge, without exception of either party, ordered a view in 
Massachusetts of premises where the acts of adultery were alleged to have 
been committed. The judge took the view in the presence of both parties. 
Held, that it was not error to order a view in a foreign state. Carpenter v. 
Carpenter (N. H. 1917), IOI Atl. 628. 

Only one other case has been found in which the question of the propriety 
of a view outside of the state was raised. In this case, State v. Hawthorn, 
134 La. 979, 64 So. 873, the court held that it was not error to refuse a view 
in a foreign state, on the ground that such a view would be beyond the juris- 
diction of the court. The instant case held that no question of jurisdiction 
was involved but only one of procedure. A resort to analogy seems to sus- 
tain the court. Statutes in many states provide personal service of process 
may be made on a person in a foreign state, in some cases through the sheriff 
of the court issuing the writ; in others, through the sheriff of the county 
where the service is made. NEBR. CODE, Section 8I; KANS. CODE, Section 76. 
This service is effective only when the proceeding is in rein. It is not em- 
ployed to give the court jurisdiction. That the court has because the res 
is before it. The service is nothing but a procedural step to apprise the de- 
fendant of the proceedings in the other state as a suitable foundation for a 
judgment against property already within the jurisdiction of the court. Pen- 

noyer v. Neff, 95 U. S. 714. Similarly, the view is solely a procedural act to 
facilitate proceedings over which the court has already obtained jurisdiction. 
Another analogy is found in the case of statutes which provide for the ap- 
pointment of commissioners in foreign states who are authorized to take 
depositions. These are given the same effect as though taken within the 
state. This again is an act of procedure without the state which is an aid 
to the legal proceedings within the state. 

GIFTS-CAUSA MORTIS-CONSTRUCTIVE DELIVERY OF AUTOMOBILE.-Deceas- 
ed, on his deathbed, made the following statement to his fiancee who had min- 
istered to his wants during his illness, "I give you my automobile, May." 
The lady took charge and had possession of the machine for several days 
thereafter until it was seized by the administrator of the deceased's estate. 
Held, the subsequent acceptance and taking of dominion by the donee, was 
sufficient to satisfy the rule of law requiring delivery to sustain a gift causa 
mortis. Mackenzie v. Steeves (Wash. 1917), I67 Pac. 50. 
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